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About the Presenter

Kim Klein is the author of  five books, including 

Reliable Fundraising in Unreliable Times, which won 

the McAdam Book Award. Her classic text, 

Fundraising for Social Change, now in its sixth 

edition, is widely used in the field and in university 

degree programs.

She has provided training and consultation in all 50 

United States, five Canadian provinces and 21 other 

countries. She is a lecturer at the School of  Social 

Welfare at the University of  California, Berkeley.  



Earned Income: 50%

Government: 32%

Philanthropy: 13%

Investment Income: 5%



TOTAL GIVING: $358.38 billion

 Individuals: $258.60 72%

 Bequests: 28.13 8%

 Foundations 53.97 15%

 Corporations 17.77 5%

Source:  Giving USA
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Most people:  

 70% of  adults give away $$

 80% of  African Americans give away $$

 80% of  Millenials give away $$

 Give to 5-10 organizations each year which 

are fairly similar

 Equal numbers of  men and women

 # 1 reason people give:  someone asked them
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A CLEAR MESSAGE:   

What does your org most believe? 

 What does your org do ?

What is your track record?  

 How much money do you spend? 

 Where do you raise your money?  

 Who is involved in your organization?
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Go from this:

“Please, please, 
please…” 

To this:    

“I think you would be 
interested….”  



Website 

Facebook page

Newsletter

Special event

Just dropping by 

“Supported by People like You”  
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Invite the first gift: (mail, on-line, special events, thank yous)

Invite the donor to give over 
and over:  mail, phone, e-alerts, 

signature events, personal notes on letters, 
thank you notes

Invite the donor to give 

thoughtfully: (personal calls, 

visits, personal asking)

Invite a legacy gift 
(bequest): information 

repeated over time in 
various ways.   



TIME IN

Strategy

In person asking

Personal Phone Call

Personal Letter

Phone-a-Thon

Direct Mail (Acquisition)

On-line 

Special Events

MONEY OUT

Response Rate

50%

25%

10-15%

5%

.5-1%

Varies

Varies



Do You Have the Right Mix? 

Sources/Strategies

Board and Volunteers



I, Betty Lou Board Member, will:

 Give $500 before November 1.
 Help raise $2,500 by hosting a house party at my house in 

May. 
 GOAL: 20 new donors @ $50-500

 Work on annual general meeting.

I prefer not to: 
Participate in the phone-a-thon
I will not:  
Come to the auction—sick of those!
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Consequence for actions: 

STOP:  

 Rewarding work with requests for more work; 

 Rewarding doing nothing with nothing
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GOAL:  $XX,000
# gifts         Size             # prospects

1-2             10% each        4:1

2-4              5% each       4:1  

10         1-2.5% each       3:1     

Subtotal:  @15  = @ 30% of  goal; @45 prospects

Rest             more            less               3:1
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GOAL:  $50,000
# gifts         Size             # prospects

1-2          $ 5,000+             4-8

2-4              2,500+           8-16

10              1,000 +              20

20                  500 +             40

50                  250+            100

200                  100              200

Rest                 Varies         Quite a few
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Donors can be asked for money four times a 

year, as long as: 

 You thank them for what they have already 

done

 Each appeal educates donors about an aspect 

of  your program

 Use language like “extra”, “stretch”, 

“in addition” etc.  
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HAIRBALL ALERT:  

We need much better digs 
than we have right now.  

Goal:  $17,000

Give already!   I hate to be 
kept waiting.  

Humane Society Campaign 
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Letter, with photo: 

This is a photo of me 

being able to use the 

Community Center for

the first time.  We have

one more ramp to go,

and want to put it in 
before winter. 

Can you help?  

Mary Sandoval, 

Community Member 
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Best Strategy 

Personal face to face asking

www.grassrootsfundraising.org

Nothing takes the place of face to face asking



Tips on asking

1. Success is asking



2. Be OK with no or not now



3. Believe in your cause



4. Don’t ask everyone



Ability:  

Gives away money

Belief:  

Cares about this cause or 

something similar

Contact:  

How you know A and B is that you or 

someone you trust knows the prospect.  You 

have access to this person.  
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 Gift Range Chart

 Relationship with organization

1st gift?  7th?  20th?  

 Who’s asking? 

Close friend?  Friend of  friend?

 Pick an amount or a range.  

You need to name something specific.  
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Example:  $10,000

Need: 

10 at $1,000

Or

1 at $5,000

1 at   2,000

3 at   1,000

Need 3X as many 

prospects as gifts.  
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Create a chart of  possible prospects:

Name Relationship Gives $ Cares? Ask for:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5. 
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Create a chart of  possible prospects:
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Name Relationship Gives? Cares? Ask for:

1 Max Ex-boyfriend Never Hardly Time of  day

2 Mary Cousin Yes Yes $150

3 Jose Friend Yes Lobbyist Houseparty

4 Susan Colleague ?? Sort of Comedy night

5 Georgia Book club Yes Probably not ---

6 Milagro Neighbor Yes Definitely $500

7 Tiffany Best friend Yes Already gives $1,000

8 Sujin Colleague Yes Yes, 

recently

Intro to other health 

professionals



Use a combination of  letter/e-mail, phone call 

and face to face to face meeting
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Dear Terry and Chris, 
Hope all is well ….
Remember we talked about our new job training centers?  

Thanks to donors like you, we have three centers serving our 
county.  Now we need to keep the centers open evenings and 
weekends.  We have over 40 volunteers but need to recruit even 
more to keep up with the demand.    

Bottom line:  we need to raise an extra $50,000 this year.  
As a member of the board, I have given an extra $1,000 to the 

organization, and have committed myself to raise $5,000.  
Would you two be open to talking about increasing your gift 

this year?  I’d like to talk with you about the program, and get 
some feedback on the strategy we are using as well as more 
personally ask you to become a bigger part of our organization.  

I will call you in a few days to see when we can get together.  
Best,
Susanna



Dear Ms. Peters,

You have been a generous donor to our work for educational equity for the 
past several years.  Let me say again how much we appreciate your 
commitment.  

As you may know from reading our newsletter, we are embarking on an 
ambitious campaign to expand our work into four more counties and ten more 
schools. 

I’d like to make a time to talk with you to discuss whether you might be able 
to increase your donation  this year to help us with that expansion. Although 
we don’t know each other, I think we have in common a deep commitment to 
making our public schools the best they can be for ALL students. 

I’ll call you in the next few days to see if we can find a time to talk.    

If it is more convenient, feel free to call my cell:  899-999-8765, or reply to this 
e-mail.

Becky Morrison, Board member
becky@email.org

mailto:becky@email.org


Have ready:

 Opening sentence

 Message for VM

 Most exciting thing 
about the project

 Where are you toward 
the goal?

 How much do you 
want? 
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Have ready: 

 Stories 

 Statistics, including comparisons

 Philosophical reasons why this is 

important

 Responses to common objections and 

questions

 Budget and fundraising success so far



Ask different types of  questions: 

How did you first hear about us ?

How long have you lived here? 

How is that donut shop that just opened? 

What is most compelling about this issue to 

you? 



I got involved in this because….

The most surprising thing to me about this issue 

is….

I loved meeting people who have been giving 

for a long time because….

I have a dog, too….
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Kim Klein

Kim@kleinandroth.com

510-893-8933 x306
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